
Thrills and Trills 
 
If you have never listened to the third movement of the “Waldstein” piano sonata 
by Beethoven, I recommend it.  
 
It begins with a bright and haunting melody soaring above the surge and fall of 
rapid broken chords. The melody teases you by stirring your joy and then by 
tinging it with a hint of melancholy – but only to draw you back to unmistakeable 
joy.  
 
What has thus far seemed beyond any disturbance is, however, abruptly and 
rudely interrupted by what feels like an angry spirit, jealous of your joy and 
determined to tame it. But, undaunted, the joy once again gently reasserts itself 
as the haunting melody returns, slightly more urgently than before, almost by way 
of a snub to the insolence of the trouble-maker. 
 
There then comes a phase in which the joy can’t contain itself. Wave after wave 
of near uncontrolled arpeggios and broken chords in both hands demand of the 
pianist not only high technical skill but the abandonment of any reluctance he or 
she might have had to engage in this explosion of exuberance. 
 
And just when you think the joy has exhausted itself (and the pianist!), the final 
“presto” section is like a tornado which takes all the elements that went before, 
with the exception of the angry outburst, and wraps them all up in thrills and 
trills, ending in a triumphant blaze of glory. 
 
This masterful and soul-searching piece of music by Beethoven expresses for me 
a fundamental truth of our lives: neither sadness nor anger nor the death they 
herald will prevail. The joy of salvation won for us in the Resurrection of Jesus 
and poured out upon us by the Holy Spirit will triumph. The blazing glory of 
God will not be thwarted! 
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